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Nonparaxial equation for linear and
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The formalism of coupled-mode theory, specialized to the continuum of radiation modes, allows us to extend
the standard parabolic wave equation to include nonparaxial terms and vectorial effects, and, in particular,
to generalize the nonlinear Schrödinger equation that describes propagation in the presence of an intensity-
dependent refractive index.  1997 Optical Society of America
Most of the problems of beam propagation in optics
are treated in the so-called paraxial approximation.
Within this framework, after the electric f ield of a
generic monochromatic electromagnetic wave is writ-
ten in the form Esr, z, td  Asr, zdexpsivt 2 ikzd,
where r  sx, yd, k  svycdn1  k0n1 sn1 being the un-
perturbed refractive index of the propagation medium),
the evolution of the beam in the presence of a small
refractive-index variation dnsr, zd ,, 1 is described by
the parabolic (or Fock–Leontovich) wave equation:µ
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where ='  x̂≠y≠x 1 ŷ≠y≠y.
Equation (1) can be easily deduced starting from the

Helmholtz equation for the electric field E:

=2E 1 2=sE ? = ln nd 1 k2
0n2E  0 , (2)

which is in turn directly derived from Maxwell’s
equations written in the presence of a refractive
index nsr, zd  n1 1 dn. Once the expression of the
electric field Esr, z, td  Asr, zdexpsivt 2 ikzd is
inserted into Eq. (2), Eq. (1) is immediately recovered
for any component A if one neglects both the term
≠2Ay≠z2 (slowly varying approximation) and the
polarization-scrambling term 2=sE ? = ln nd (scalar
approximation). These approximations limit the
transverse scale of variation w of A (i.e., the beam
size) to values much larger than l and neglect any
possible coupling between the x, y, and z components
of the f ield. In particular, the second assumption
prevents the divergence equation = ? sn2Ed  0 from
following as a consequence of Eq. (2),1 so once the term
2=sE ? = ln nd is omitted, the divergence equation is
no longer automatically satisfied by the solutions of
Eq. (2).

The problem of describing beam propagation beyond
the paraxial approximation was considered, mainly in
the frame of numerical analysis, by Feit and Fleck,2

starting again from Helmholtz equation (2) without
the polarization-scrambling term, in connection with
the analysis of catastrophic beam collapse in self-
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focusing media. In this context, the problem was re-
visited recently, both analytically and numerically.3 – 5

These approaches make it possible, in particular,
to write approximate equations that describe beam
propagation in bulk media in the presence of the
refractive-index variation dn  n2jEj2 associated
with the Kerr nonlinearity but completely neglect the
vectorial effects and thus are unable to satisfy the
divergence equation.

Recently the effect of interaction between propa-
gation and polarization was considered in a guiding
structure for the description of intraf iber geometric ro-
tation of polarization6 and, by application of an order-
of-magnitude analysis method, in bulk nonlinear Kerr
media.7

Here we deal with the problem of nonparaxial
propagation from a new point of view. We express
the propagating f ield as a superposition of transverse
radiation modes of the unperturbed refractive index n1
and look for its evolution in the presence of the per-
turbation associated with dn in the frame of coupled-
mode theory. This approach, besides being able to
describe propagation in the presence of any tensorial
(linear or nonlinear) refractive-index variation dn at
any order in the smallness parameter lyw, offers, as
opposed to Helmholtz’s equation, the advantage of
being inherently first order in ≠y≠z without the neces-
sity of introducing the slowly varying approximation
and automatically takes into account the vectorial
effects associated with the polarization-scrambling
term 2=sE ? = ln nd. In fact, coupled-mode theory is
an exact theory derived without neglecting this term.8

Following Ref. 9, we introduce the continuum set
of orthogonally polarized normalized modes of the
unbound space (radiation modes):
Esj, 1; rdexps2ibjzd  N1 exps2ij ? rdfx̂ 2 sjxybjdẑg

3 exps2ibjzd , (3a)
Esj, 2; rdexps2ibjzd  N2 exps2ij ? rd

3 fsjxjyybj dx̂ 2 sbj 1 j2
xybjdŷ

1 jy ẑgexps2ibjzd , (3b)
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and Hsj, s; rd  s1yvm0dsj 1 bj ẑd ? Esj, s; rd, s 
1, 2, where the propagation constant bj is given
by bj  sk2 2 j2

x 2 j2
y d1/2  sk2 2 j2d1/2 and j is

restricted to values that satisfy the relation 0 # j #

k, whereas N1sjd  s1y2pdfbjvm0ysb2
j 1 j2

xdg1/2 and
N2sjd  N1sjdyk. Note that the modes of the f irst and
the second type are orthogonal in the usual geometric
sense, i.e., Esj, 1; rd ? Esj, 2; rd  0, and also satisfy
the orthonormalization condition

Z 1`

2`

Z 1`

2`

drẑ ? Esj, s; rd ? Hpsj0, s0; rd

 ds2dsj 2 j0dds, s0 , s, s0  1, 2 . (4)

The modes are also fully transverse, i.e., they are
orthogonal to the propagation direction associated with
the wave vector sj, bjd, that is, Esj, s; rd ? sj 1 bj ẑd 
0, or, equivalently, they obey the relation

= ? fEsj, s; rdexps2ibjzdg  0 . (5)

The forward-propagating electric field can then be
written as

Esr, z, td 
X
s

Z Z
djEsj, s; rd

3 expsivt 2 ibjzdcsj, s; zd


X
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Z Z
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3 expf2isbj 2 kdzgcsj, s; zd

;
X
s

expsivt 2 ikzdAssdsr, zd

; expsivt 2 ikzdAsr, zd , (6)

where we have introduced the so-called slowly varying
amplitudes Assdsr, zd. Because of the formal proper-
ties of the continuum set of modes given in Eqs. (3),
the z evolution of the expansion coefficients csj, s; zd
can be immediately obtained as a straightforward gen-
eralization of the evolution worked out for a set of
discrete modes.10 Neglecting coupling with backward-
propagating modes,11 we see that the z evolution is

d
dz

csj, s; zd  2 ive0n1

X
s 0

Z Z
dj0

Z Z
dr0

3 expfisbj 2 bj0 dzgcsj0, s0; zd

? Epsj, s; r0d ? fdnsr0, zd : Esj0, s0; r0dg ,

(7)

where, if we adopt the convention of summation over
repeated indices, the scalar product T : V of a tensor
T times a vector V produces a vector of components
sT : V di  Tij Vj .

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (7) by Esj, s; rd
expf2isbj 2 kdzg, after integrating over j, we get
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3 Epsj, s; r0dEpsj, s; r0dg : fdnsr0, zd : Asr0, zdg . (8)

For us to write the right-hand side of Eq. (8) in
differential form, it is expedient to expand the tensors
Esj, s; rdEpsj, s, r0d, ss  1, 2d, as the power series in
jx and jy . For example, for s  1 we have, recalling
Eq. (3a),

Esj, 1; rdEpsj, 1; r0d  N2
1
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0 0 0
2jxybj 0 j2
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3 expf2isr 2 r0d ? jg , (9)

from which we obtain, using the expression of N2
1 ,

Esj, 1; rdEpsj, 1; r0d 
1
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264 1 1 sj2
y 2 j2

x dy2k2 1 . . . 0 2jxyk 1 . . .
0 0 0

2jxyk 1 . . . 0 j2
xyk2 1 . . .

375
3 expf2isr 2 r0d ? jg , (10)

where the ellipses stand for terms of order higher than
the second in jxyk, jyyk. If we insert Eq. (10) into
Eq. (8), we can calculate the integral over j, which
consists of contributions of the form

Z Z
dj expf2isr 2 r0d ? jgjm

x, y , m  1, 2 , (11)

which can be expressed as partial derivatives of order
m with respect to x0 and y 0 sjx ! 2i≠y≠x0 and jy !
2i≠y≠y 0d of the two-dimensional d function

ds2dsr 2 r0d 
1

s2pd2

Z Z
dj expf2isr 2 r0d ? jg . (12)

A similar procedure applies when one is evaluat-
ing Esj, 2; rdEpsj, 2; r0d. Finally, exploiting the well-
known properties of the two-dimensional d function
and of its derivatives, we can calculate the integral
over r0 on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) and express
it as a power series in the transverse partial deriva-
tives of Asr, zd. Keeping only terms up to the second
derivatives for simplicity, as we have done in Eq. (10),
we obtain the resulting system of equations:

LAx  2 iskyn1dsdn : Adx 1 s1yn1ds≠y≠xdsdn : Adz

2 is1ykn1ds≠2y≠x≠ydsdn : Ady

2 is1y2kn1ds≠2y≠x2 2 ≠2y≠y2dsdn : Adx , (13)
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LAy  2 iskyn1dsdn : Ady 1 s1yn1ds≠y≠ydsdn : Adz

2 is1ykn1ds≠2y≠x≠ydsdn : Adx

2 is1y2kn1ds≠2y≠y2 2 ≠2y≠x2dsdn : Ady , (14)

LAz  s1yn1d
≠

≠x
sdn : Adx 1 s1yn1d

≠

≠y
sdn : Ady

1 is1ykn1d=2
'sdn : Adz , (15)

where the differential operator L is defined in Eq. (8).
The set of Eqs. (13)–(15) is the nonparaxial exten-

sion, which includes f irst- and second-order terms in
the parameter lyw of the parabolic Eq. (2). Note that
the set is inherently first order in ≠y≠z, and no ap-
proximation is required for neglecting the term in
≠2y≠z2. This is contrasted with derivations that start
with the Helmholtz equation.

Sometimes, instead of Eq. (15), it is more convenient
to write

Az  2
ik

m0v2ezz
=' ? A' 2

ezx

ezz
Ax 2

ezy

ezz
Ay , (16)

which is valid to the lowest signif icant order in lyw
and easily derived from Maxwell’s equations, where we
introduce the dielectric constant tensor e  e0n1s1 1

2dnd.
One can specialize the set of Eqs. (13), (14), and (16)

to describe nonlinear propagation in a Kerr medium
by using the expression of the nonlinear refractive-
index tensor dn, which is valid in the presence
of the optical Kerr effect12:
dn 
2
3

n2

2664 jEj2 1 s1y2djExj2 s1y2dEyEp
x s1y2dEzEp

x
s1y2dExEp

y jEj2 1 s1y2djEy j2 s1y2dEzEp
y

s1y2dExEp
z s1y2dEyEp

z jEj2 1 s1y2djEzj2

3775 , (17)
where n2 is the nonlinear refractive-index coefficient
appearing in the standard expression for the intensity-
dependent refractive index n  n1 1 n2jEj2 (optical
Kerr effect). In this case, Eq. (16) can be rewritten,
neglecting higher-order terms, in the simple form Az >
2siykd=' ? A'.

If we consider, for the sake of simplicity, the case
Ay  0 [note that Ay will eventually become nonnegli-
gible, because Eq. (14) is not homogeneous in Ay , also if
Aysz  0d  0], it is possible to derive, after straightfor-
ward if somewhat tedious algebra, the following equa-
tion of evolution:∑
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where u  sn2yn1d1/2Ax and sX, Y , Zd  ksx, y, zd,
which generalizes the standard nonlinear Schrödinger
equation through the terms that appear on its right-
hand side to include nonparaxial contributions up to
the second order.

We have derived a new set of equations that gen-
eralize the standard parabolic equation that describes
paraxial propagation by the addition of nonparaxial
terms up to the second order in the ratio lyw be-
tween the wavelength and the typical dimension of the
beam (the formalism can easily provide the nonparax-
ial terms to any order in lyw). This has been accom-
plished with the coupled-mode theory formalism, ap-
plied to the continuum of transverse radiation modes,
which automatically includes vectorial effects and is in-
herently first order in ≠y≠z without any slowly varying
approximation hypothesis.
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